Pushing the limits of high-throughput chromatography process development: current state and future directions

“High-throughput scale-down techniques are essential for quickly assessing a wide range of parameter space, which is particularly useful when screening new molecules or chromatography resins where little a priori knowledge is available.”
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With a current monoclonal antibody (mAb) market of over US$50 billion per year and growing [1], high demands are placed on the bioprocess development field to implement robust, scalable processes that meet clinical material demands and provide a line of site for large scale manufacturing. The emergence of antibody drug conjugates and antibody fragments with specialized function [2], in addition to standard mAb programs, will only serve to increase the strain on bioprocessing. In the area of downstream chromatography-based purification, the implementation of automated scale-down techniques and statistically powered process models has become commonplace. High-throughput scale-down techniques are essential for quickly assessing a wide range of parameter space, which is particularly useful when screening new molecules or chromatography resins where little a priori knowledge is available. The use of ‘platform’ purification approaches has also helped companies handle multiple mAb programs when minimal process changes are required [3]. While these advances have undoubtedly assisted in streamlining process development, meeting material demands, and helping to fulfill regulatory filing requirements, key challenges still remain for the high-throughput downstream purification development field. Namely, expanded use of current downstream technologies and better integration with other areas of bioprocessing will serve the field well into the next generation of bioprocess development.

Currently, three standard scale-down chromatography techniques are typically used in bioprocess development: resin slurries in a 96-well plate format, micropipette tips, and miniature columns [4–6]. Particularly for the latter two techniques, automated liquid handlers are required for implementation, and precise robotic setups are required for all three techniques to achieve full automation. Resin slurry plates have long been used as both an industry and academic tool to understand protein and resin interactions, and the technique has been used extensively as part of mAb development pipelines for numerous biotechnology companies [7–11].

Due to differences in the static slurry plate technique and dynamic packed bed interactions at scale, understanding of the transport phenomena at play and having valid scale-down correlations are critical for both experimental setup and data interpretation. Micropipette tips and miniature columns are less flexible, require specialized packing, and provide a higher barrier for implementation than slurry plates, but both techniques utilize packed bed chromatography that can provide more representative results. Micropipette tips use chromatography resin packed in the ends of pipette tips and are easily automated with both complex liquid handlers such as those provided by Tecan Systems as well as more
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simplified automated multichannel pipette systems. Previous publications in the vaccines process development area at Merck have demonstrated micropipette tips to be a useful tool for quickly assessing the quality of fermentation or cell culture material [12]. Throughput for this technique is typically only 8–12 tips in parallel, but the utilization of 96 tips in parallel, a technology that is currently available, could provide expanded uses for micropipette tips in future applications. Miniature columns are the most nascent scale-down chromatography technique and require a complex liquid handling setup to accurately control flowrate and sample collection. Recent publications have demonstrated the technique useful for process modeling and optimization [13], breakthrough and elution studies [14], and multi-column mAb purifications [15].

“Expanded utilization of scale-down chromatography will be beneficial for downstream process development, but better integration with other areas of bioprocessing is also required to realize the full potential of scale-down automation.”

While scale-down high-throughput techniques typically see the most applications in early-stage development, it is possible that miniature columns could be used in later stage characterizations, potentially even for regulatory filings where validation of precise scale-down models is more critical. The benefits to using miniature columns for late stage characterizations are clear. The smaller column sizes (<1 ml) require much less feed material (approximately tenfold per condition), and operating eight conditions in parallel allows for exploration of more conditions, leading to higher powered statistical process models. It is feasible that miniature columns could provide the necessary levels of precision, but key differences need to be acknowledged compared with traditional lab scale columns typically used for late stage characterization. Namely, the bed heights of miniature columns are much shorter than typical lab scale columns (1 or 3 cm compared with >10 cm). The narrower geometry of miniature columns can also lead to an increase in ‘wall effects’ observed at column boundaries. Miniature columns also lack a formal flow distributor, and little information on packing and resin compression is currently provided by suppliers. Better communication with vendors and more detailed packing information will be critical for implementing miniature columns for formal characterizations. Nevertheless, recent publications have shown that for many chromatography resins typically used for mAb purifications, the transport mechanisms between miniature and larger packed columns are conserved, and performances are similar when using residence time scaling with the shorter columns [16,17]. For regulatory filings, the International Conference on Harmonization states that, “purification of the scaled-down version should represent as closely as possible the production procedure”, and while suggesting factors such as linear flow and bed height remain conserved for scale-down methods, the International Conference on Harmonization only requires that the process, “be representative of commercial-scale manufacturing” [18]. Thus, it is possible that with sufficient testing and supporting data, miniature columns could be used for formal process modeling.

Expanded utilization of scale-down chromatography will be beneficial for downstream process development, but better integration with other areas of bioprocessing is also required to realize the full potential of scale-down automation. Analytics are a common bottleneck for high throughput techniques; assays requiring high sample volumes or lengthy run times can obviously render the benefits of high-throughput chromatography moot, but this burden can be reduced through careful experimental planning and implementation of appropriate assays. When available for polishing chromatography steps, absorbance measurements can provide a nearly instantaneous assessment of protein concentration in a 96-well plate. Using ultra performance size exclusion chromatography can greatly reduce run times while maintaining similar quantification of aggregate and fragment content compared with standard HPLC columns [19]. A recent technology from Gyros Biopharma uses microfluidic channels and centrifugal force to perform sandwich assays similar to traditional ELISA assays with higher throughput and greatly reduced material volumes. This technique has already been demonstrated to be effective for detecting host cell protein process residuals [20] and could similarly be utilized for detection of other process residuals like DNA and Protein A.

“While scale-down high-throughput techniques typically see the most applications in early-stage development, it is possible that miniature columns could be used in later stage characterizations…”

Integrating high-throughput techniques is also critical for cell line development and upstream process development bioprocessing areas. The recent development of single use disposable bioreactors from TAP Biosystems that can operate either 24 bioreactors in parallel at 250 ml volumes or 48 bioreactors at 15 ml has greatly increased the throughput and accuracy with which scale-down bioreactors can be run [21–24]. Resin slurry plates or micropipette tips that can be run in a 96-well format could prove to be crucial techniques for providing rapid quality assessments of material generated in these disposable bioreactors.
Coupled with other high-throughput analytical techniques, this could represent an end-to-end utilization of automated scale-down technologies.

Several key challenges remain for both expanding the use of scale-down chromatography techniques and more fully integrating with other areas of bioprocessing. However, it remains clear that these automated high-throughput techniques will continue to pave the future of downstream process development for years to come.
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